Preservation of the donor heart: from basic science to clinical studies.
The methods of donor heart preservation are aimed at minimizing graft dysfunction caused by ischaemia-reperfusion injury (IRI) which inevitably occurs during the ex vivo transport interval. At present, the standard technique of heart preservation is cardiac arrest followed by static cold storage in a crystalloid heart preservation solution (HPS). This technique ensures an acceptable level of heart protection against IRI for <6 h. In clinical trials, comparable levels of myocardial protection against IRI were provided by various HPSs. The growing shortage of donor hearts is one of the major factors stimulating the development of new techniques of heart preservation. Here, we summarize new HPS formulations and provide a focus for optimization of the composition of existing HPSs. Such methods of donor heart preservation as machine perfusion, preservation at sub-zero temperature and oxygen persufflation are also discussed. Furthermore, we review experimental data showing that pre- and post-conditioning of the cardiac graft can improve its function when used in combination with cold storage. The evidence on the feasibility of cardiac donation after circulatory death, as well as the techniques of heart reconditioning after a period of warm ischaemia, is presented. The implementation of new techniques of donor heart preservation may contribute to the use of hearts from extended criteria donors, thereby expanding the total donor pool.